GENERAL NOTES:
1. THIS IS A RESIDENTIAL DORMITORY. CONTRACTOR SHALL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR MOVING AND PROTECTING ALL FURNISHINGS IN LOUNGES AND THE OFFICE AS REQUIRED TO COMPLETE THE WORK.
2. CONTRACTOR SHALL BID EACH FLOOR INDIVIDUALLY - AWARDS WILL BE BY FLOOR.
3. PROVIDE FORECASTED SCHEDULE TO COMPLETE EACH FLOOR ON THE APPROPRIATE SPACE IN THE BID PROPOSAL FORM.
4. SCHEDULE OF BUILDING AVAILABILITY FOR GROUND, 1ST, 2ND, 3RD & 4TH FLOOR LEVELS IS AS NOTED ON THE PROPOSAL FORM.
   + THE BUILDING WILL BE OCCUPIED FOR SUMMER PROGRAMS AFTER JUNE 18TH, ALL WORK COMMITTED TO MUST BE COMPLETED PRIOR TO THIS DATE.
5. REMOVE EXISTING FLOOR FINISHES AND WALL BASE IN ALL LOCATIONS WHERE NEW FLOORING WILL BE INSTALLED. PREP SURFACES TO INSTALL SPECIFIED FLOORING. ALSO REMOVE WALL BASE AT TERRAZZO TILE LOCATIONS IN CORRIDORS TO MAINTAIN PRODUCT CONSISTENCY AT TRANSITION BETWEEN NEW AND EXISTING FLOORING.
6. INSTALL WALL BASE AT NEW CARPET AND AT EXISTING TERRAZZO TILE LOCATIONS IN CORRIDORS TO MAINTAIN PRODUCT CONSISTENCY AT TRANSITION BETWEEN NEW AND EXISTING FLOORING. REHONE DISCOLORRED TERRAZZO SURFACE AS IDENTIFIED ON THE PLANS AND PHOTOS AT THE 4TH FLOOR.
7. INSTALL WALK OFF TIRE TILES AND COVE BASE IN STAIRWELLS AS IDENTIFIED ON THE PLANS - FROM THE DOOR TO CORRIDOR THRESHOLD, TO MATCH EXISTING WALK OFF TILES AT FLOOR LOBBY ENTRY:
   • US RUBBER, SUERSTEP TIRE TILE, SUERSTEP ADHESIVE
   • AMERICAN RUBBER & SUPPLY COMPANY, FIREFLY TIRE TILE AND APPROVED ADHESIVE
   • ROPPE CORPORATION, ROP-CORD RECYCLED RUBBER TILE AND APPROVED ADHESIVE
   • MATINC, TIRE TILE
7. PROVIDE TRANSITION STRIPS BETWEEN NEW AND EXISTING FLOORING.

LEGEND

INSTALL SHAW TILE: HYBRID 55980, STIPPLE 66505, IN ALL CORRIDORS/LOUNGES.

INSTALL 6" HIGH X 1/8" THICK JOHNSONITE WALL COVE BASE: 84 - BLUE JEANS. SCORE EXISTING WALL BASE PRIOR TO REMOVAL TO MAINTAIN WALL SURFACE.

INSTALL SHAW NATIVE ORIGINS, COLOR: 0020.
INSTALL 6" HIGH X 1/8" THICK JOHNSONITE WALL COVE BASE: 84 - BLUE JEANS. SCORE EXISTING WALL BASE PRIOR TO REMOVAL TO MAINTAIN WALL SURFACE.

INSTALL TIRE TILE TO MATCH LOBBY ENTRY ON GROUND FLOOR IN STAIR 006 AND 2. INSTALL 6" HIGH X 1/8" THICK JOHNSONITE WALL COVE BASE: 84 - BLUE JEANS. SCORE EXISTING WALL BASE PRIOR TO REMOVAL TO MAINTAIN WALL SURFACE.
1ST FLOOR PLAN

LEGEND

- INSTALL SHAW TILE, HYBRID 59568; STIPPLE 63505, IN ALL CORRIDORS/LOUNGES.
- INSTALL 6" HIGH X 1/8" THICK JOHNSONITE WALL COVE BASE; BL - BLUE JEANS. SCORE EXISTING WALL BASE PRIOR TO REMOVAL TO MAINTAIN WALL SURFACE.
- INSTALL TINE TILE TO MATCH LOBBY ENTRY ON GROUND FLOOR IN STAIR 006 AND 2. INSTALL 6" HIGH X 1/8" THICK JOHNSONITE WALL COVE BASE; BL - BLUE JEANS. SCORE EXISTING WALL BASE PRIOR TO REMOVAL TO MAINTAIN WALL SURFACE.

transition strip between new and existing flooring (typical at all new to existing flooring transitions).

install walk off tire tiles and cove base in stairwell from door to corridor threshold match front lobby entry.
2ND FLOOR PLAN

LEGEND
- INSTALL SHAW TILE: HYBRID 59580, STIPPLE 64505, IN ALL CORRIDORS/LOUNGES.
- INSTALL 6" HIGH X 1/8" THICK JOHNSONITE WALL COVE BASE: 8A - BLUE JEANS. SCORE EXISTING WALL BASE PRIOR TO REMOVAL TO MAINTAIN WALL SURFACE.
3RD FLOOR PLAN

LEGEND

- INSTALL SHAW TILE: HYBRID 59580; STIPPLE 64505, IN ALL CORRIDORS/LOUNGES.
- INSTALL 6" HIGH X 1/8" THICK JOHNSONITE WALL COVE BASE. 86 - BLUE JEANS. SCORE EXISTING WALL BASE PRIOR TO REMOVAL TO MAINTAIN WALL SURFACE.